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A solid-state dye laser with a microcavity whose size is comparable to the lasing wavelength, is modeled by means of the finite element
method. The position of the pumping source affects the lasing mode spectrum. In comparison with a single point source at the edge of
the cavity, a random distribution of excitation sources in the central gain part of the microcavity leads to suppression of odd longitudinal
modes and to higher output efficiency of the laser radiation in even modes. The modeling and simulation results are explained by simple
physical considerations. [DOI: 10.2971/jeos.2007.07023]
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of nano-sciences and bio-applications
has stimulated interest in micro- and nano-scaled, highly ef-
ficient light emitters. Several tasks in sensing and monitoring
techniques, such as drug screening, massive testing of biolog-
ical specimens, or implementation of ‘lab-on-a-chip’ systems,
require the use of tunable coherent light sources [1]-[4]. Be-
sides different types of semiconductor lasers and LEDs, dye
lasers offer a number of the required features: high brightness
and coherence, narrow line width of radiation, and broad-
band wavelength tunability in the visible part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum [5]. The latter property is an essential fea-
ture for applications in bio-sciences, medicine, and chemistry
[6, 7]. Recently, new advances have been reported in the ex-
perimental realization of micro-structured tunable dye lasers
[8, 10]. In particular, the operation of micro-fluidic dye lasers
with the cavity size in the millimeter regime or slightly smaller
was demonstrated. However, the use of a liquid gain medium
imposes restrictions as regards further down-sizing of such
microcavities, to be implemented in high-density integrated
photonic devices.

Suitable candidates to produce really micro- (or nano-)sized,
tunable coherent light sources in the visible region are solid-
state dye lasers. Recent developments in polymer physics and
considerable improvements of dye properties, such as stabil-
ity against photo-bleaching and clusterization at high concen-
trations, increase the attractiveness of solid-state dyes as laser
media for micro- and nano-photonics applications [11]-[13].
Among additional useful characteristics of such microcavity
dye lasers are the ease of operation and inexpensive manufac-
turing, e.g., by the nano-imprinting lithography technique.

In this paper, we describe the modeling and simulations of
solid-state dye lasers with a microcavity of a typical scale re-
quired for micro-(nano-)photonics applications, 4− 10 µm. As
the gain material, we consider a solid solution of Rh6G dye
embedded in a PMMA polymer host matrix. For the numeri-
cal calculations, we use the finite element method (FEM) im-
plemented in the Comsol Multiphysics package; it provides
accurate solution for the electromagnetic mode structure in a
microcavity dye laser of this type.

Considering a random distribution of point excitation sources
within the gain section the simulation results indicate signif-
icant depletion of the odd longitudinal cavity modes and en-
hancement of the even laser modes. We explain these phe-
nomena in simple physical terms based on cavity symmetry.
The suppression of every other mode in a microscale dye cav-
ity is, to our knowledge, reported here for the first time. The
main implications are briefly pointed out. In particular, the
phenomenon can improve the tunability of the device, since
it broadens the free spectral range (FSR). And it also further
enhances a smooth operation of the cavity without mode hop-
ping. Additionally, it allows minimizing the number of mode
selective components to provide single-mode operation. All
these facts can considerably simplify the design and decrease
the manufacturing costs of tunable microcavity lasers.
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2 MODEL FOR A SOLID-STATE DYE
LASER WITH PLANAR TOPOLOGY

As a starting point for our analysis, we take the model of a
liquid dye microcavity ring laser demonstrated recently [14].
Similar lasers with planar topology and typical cavity sizes
of several hundreds of micrometers have been realized exper-
imentally [8]. Despite the successful demonstration of laser
operation, micro-fluidic dye lasers may have certain poten-
tial problems related to further miniaturizing and subsequent
implementation in micro- and nano-scaled photonic devices.
Reliable control of the liquid gain medium, for instance, to es-
tablish the operation and/or real-time tunability of the laser,
can work well in sub-millimeter scales [8]. However, it might
be difficult to realize such devices with significantly smaller
cavity sizes owing to the changes in specific liquid properties,
e.g., viscosity, surface tension, and thermo-mechanical coeffi-
cients.

Hence, we have opted to investigate the applicability of this
model for solid-state dye lasers with the cavity size compa-
rable to the operation wavelength. We substitute the micro-
fluidic channel (containing a liquid dye solution and placed
between the triangle-shaped parts of the coupled microcav-
ity, see Figure 1) with a solid polymer bar embedded with
dye molecules. Low concentration solid dye solution is rep-
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FIG. 1 Layout of the microcavity solid-state dye laser, illustrating the optical paths

of the effective cavity modes (dashed lines) and the polymeric gain material that

contains dye molecules (random dots in the central slab). Dots A and B represent

particular single-source configurations.

resented with a large number of dye molecules as point ex-
citation sources randomly allocated inside the polymer bar,
instead of a single-point excitation (SPE) close to the edge of
the cavity as in Ref. [14] (point A in Figure 1). This approach
with a multi-point excitation (MPE) source corresponds more
closely to a real physical arrangement, in which the dye laser
with a planar topology is optically pumped through the top
facet [8].

The microlaser consists of several components that are placed
in contact with each other, as illustrated in Figure 1: two tri-
angular main half-cavity parts, the central gain slab, and an
output coupling prism. We assign typical values for the refrac-
tive indices of the various parts of the device, i.e., nd−p = 1.43
for the dye-polymer gain section and npol = 1.6 for the poly-
mer (SU-8) triangles of the microcavity at the wavelength of
500 nm. To account for the dispersion properties of the materi-
als within the bandwidth of interest (455− 600 nm), we make
use of an accurate approximation of the refractive index based
on the Sellmeier coefficients [15]. Optical losses for the mate-
rials in our cavity model are constant in the visible range, and
have values of 0.65 dB/cm for PMMA and 1.4 dB/cm for SU-8
[16]. To investigate the cavity mode patterns rather than dy-
namical operation of the laser, and to keep the model simple,
we ignore the amplification in the gain material.

The dye laser in the reference model had a cavity of a typical
size of hundreds of µm and it was numerically simulated for
the microwave spectral band; one assumed that it could sim-
ply be scaled down to the optical regime [14]. In view of this,
in our analysis we reduce the microcavity size down to 4 µm
while keeping a similar wavelength / cavity dimension ratio.
We use the FEM solver implemented in Comsol Multiphysics
to find steady-state solutions for the electric field E at different
microcavity mode frequencies ω. We employ a 2D model for
transverse-electric (TE) waves, where the electric field vector
only has a component perpendicular to the plane cavity. This
allows a simplified model and ensures the necessary comput-
ing power for finding the solution of the Helmholtz equation

∇2E + µrεr(ω/c)2E = 0, (1)

where µr is relative permeability (equal to 1 for our materi-
als), εr is relative permittivity, and c is the vacuum speed of
light. The conductivity of the materials is zero. The boundary
conditions for all the interfaces in the cavity also require the
continuity of the tangential component of the magnetic field
H = (iωµ0µr)−1∇× E, i.e.,

n×H = 0, (2)

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary interfaces.

The finite size of the modeling area necessitates one more
boundary condition (at the borders limiting the simulation
area, not shown in Figure 1), which corresponds to a damped
propagation of the electromagnetic field out of the microcav-
ity. This condition ensures that no electric field reflects back
onto the microcavity from the working area boundaries. It
consists of two parts: one accounts for the continuity of the
electric and magnetic fields at the border, whereas another
one simulates rapid attenuation of the field behind the bor-
der, ensuring less than 10−6 back reflectance to the simula-
tion area. These properties are realized in the perfect matching
layer (PML) feature of Comsol Multiphysics.

As regards excitation, optical pumping of the dye molecules
in the dye-polymer section generates radiating dipoles with
different spatial orientations. In the 2D topology of the micro-
cavity, these dipoles act as point radiation sources that create
harmonic TE waves of frequency ω (not necessarily resonance
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frequency) [17]. In a homogeneous region the fields can be
represented as E0(r− rn), where rn (n = 1, . . . , N) are a ran-
dom spatial distribution of N point sources within the dye-
polymer gain section. The form of the electric field E0(r− rn)
is the same for all radiators, and for plane-wave pumping they
can all be assumed to be in phase. In Comsol Multiphysics
the point sources are specified by giving the field amplitudes
E0(rn) at the locations (mesh points) of the sources.

To model the full spectrum and to identify the microcavity
resonance modes, we need to solve the problem for all fre-
quencies within the region of the dye luminescence, between
500 and 660 THz (455− 600 nm). All media are taken as ho-
mogeneous, and the solution accounts fully for the radiation,
diffraction, and scattering (at all boundaries) properties of the
TE electromagnetic field. A script including a parametrical
solver is used to find the resonance frequencies and mode
patterns for the microcavity dye laser. An optimized mesh of
about 30000 Lagrange quadratic elements for each frequency
is used to ensure the necessary accuracy and computer re-
sources. For the demonstration and discussion of the results,
it is more convenient to represent the microcavity spectra as a
function of mode numbers rather than frequencies.

Since the microcavity dimensions are roughly an order of
magnitude larger than the wavelengths of interest, we use a
ray tracing approach to find an averaged effective length of
the mode optical paths

Le f f = 2(nd−p ld−p + npol lpol), (3)

where nd−p and npol are the refractive indices of the dye-
polymer gain slab and polymer half-cavities, whereas ld−p
and lpol are the thicknesses of the dye-polymer slab and
the length of the polymer triangle side adjacent to the dye-
polymer slab, respectively (see Figure 1). The output coupling
of the radiating modes occurs through an air gap lair at the
boundary Γ by means of catching the evanescent field outside
the cavity. Using the value lpol = 4µm, whereas ld−p is kept at
about 20% of lpol and lair at 3% of lpol , we obtain effective op-
tical paths for the modes as long as Le f f ∼ 15µm. To calculate
the mode spacing, mode numbers, and resonance frequencies,
relations similar to those in Ref. [14] are applied. Using the
phase matching condition, the mode numbers are found from
following expression

m =
1

2π

(
νmLe f f

2π

c
+ φ

)
, (4)

where we consider m rounded to the nearest positive integer
(mode number), νm is the (linear) resonance frequency, Le f f
is the effective optical path from Eq. (3), and φ is the phase
change due to the reflections at the microcavity walls (which
follows from the Fresnel coefficients for the complex ampli-
tude of the electric field) [14, 17].

3 RESULTS: DEPLETION OF ODD AND
ENHANCED EFFICIENCY OF EVEN
RESONANCE MODES

To find the mode spectra for the microcavity lasers of the two
source configurations (SPE and MPE pumping schemes), we

run the Comsol solver in parametric mode, using the cavity
mode frequency as a variable parameter. When the microcav-
ity dye laser is modeled with the multi-point excitation source
(Figure 1), we obtain noticeable physical features not observed
in the original single-point excitation model: odd longitudi-
nal modes are significantly depleted, while the even modes
are strongly enhanced. The main result of the simulations is
shown in Figure 2, where we compare the resonance spectra
of the longitudinal modes for two models: one is for our mod-
ified MPE design and the other one is for the SPE scheme con-
sidered in Ref. [14].

FIG. 2 Longitudinal modes in the microcavity solid-state laser for different excitation

schemes: single-point at the edge of the cavity (solid curve) and multi-point inside

the central gain slab (dashed curve). The output power is normalized by the number

of excitation points.

The graphs display the total power (in arbitrary units) of the
electric field integrated along the out-coupling boundary Γ
(Figure 1). For a proper comparison, and especially to evalu-
ate the output coupling efficiency, the results are normalized,
i.e., the values for the MPE arrangement are divided by N,
the number of SPE sources. We choose N = 500 as a reason-
able number which simulates a rather homogeneous distribu-
tion of dye molecules in the gain section, and simultaneously
ensures sufficient computer resources to run the calculations
over the more than 160 nm wide spectral bandwidth. Thus,
the total pump power is the same as for the SPE design and it
is evenly distributed among 500 point sources randomly allo-
cated in the polymer-dye slab.

Strictly speaking, the longitudinal mode numbers for the 2D
micro-sized cavity are not to be interpreted as directly as the
numbers of nodes and antinodes of one standing wave, like
in the case of 1D long laser cavity. However, here it is possible
and instructive to consider that the mode numbers refer to the
effective optical path length in the central region of the cavity
(as explained in Section 2), since the parity of these numbers
can help us to explain the relation between the mode prop-
erties shown in Figure 2, the microcavity symmetry, and the
allocation of the excitation sources.

No matter where an excitation source is located inside the cav-
ity, the existence of the resonance modes requires satisfying
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the phase-matching conditions for wave round trips along the
closed optical path. The microcavity with the gain section in-
serted between the two parts (not considering the output cou-
pling prism) possesses spatial symmetry about the horizontal
axis through the central slab. The position of the excitation
source relative to this axis and the mode parity (treated as the
parity of the mode number) play an important role on how
efficiently the pump energy is coupled into the cavity modes.

To clarify this relationship, we consider the mode spectra for
two different positions of the SPE sources placed far from
and close to the horizontal symmetry axis, i.e., points A and
B in Figure 1, respectively. The corresponding mode spectra
are illustrated in Figure 3. The graphs show that for point B

FIG. 3 Microcavity mode spectra for SPE sources allocated (a) at the edge (point A in

Figure 1) and (b) in the center (point B in Figure 1) of the microcavity.

(in the central part of the cavity) the intensities of the modes
with odd mode number are considerably suppressed [Fig-
ure 3b], whereas the spectrum for point A (located close to
the edge) does not exhibit any such dependence on the mode
number parity [Figure 3a]. We can reasonably explain this
phenomenon with different coupling efficiencies of the SPE
pumping wave into the cavity modes with odd and even num-
bers using the mutual symmetry between the cavity modes
and the location of the excitation source.

First we note that when the propagation distance is suffi-
ciently large, the fields E0(r− r0) created by point sources be-
have in phase as 2D spherical waves [17]. When the excitation
source, point A in Figure 4a, is placed close to the cavity edge,
the phase fronts of the spherical wave (solid line) cross the

mode path (dashed line) at points which in all likelihood have
different phases for the even and the odd numbered modes,
for example, pairs 1− 2 and 3− 4. Although, by symmetry, the
even numbered modes would have the same phase at point
pairs 1-1’ and 3− 3′, the phase of the excitation wave would
not match. In such a case, therefore, no favorable conditions
are created for the coupling of the pump excitation into the
modes with different parities. The result then is a fairly even
distribution of the output intensity among the odd and even
modes [Figure 3a].

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4 Schematic representations of the overlapping between the excitation spherical

wave and the microcavity modes: (a) the source is placed at the cavity edge (point A

in Figure 1); (b) the source is placed in the cavity center (point B in Figure 1).

Next, we consider the excitation source, point B in Figure 4b,
at the center of the cavity. For the even numbered resonance
modes, the symmetrical cavity geometry leads to the same
phase of the optical wave (dashed line) at every pair of points
placed symmetrically at equal distances above and below the
horizontal axis, for example, point pairs 1− 2 and 3− 4. Since
the SPE source emits a spherical wave (solid line), such a cir-
cumstance ensures an efficient transfer of the excitation en-
ergy into the cavity mode at these points due to construc-
tive superposition. For the same working conditions, the odd
numbered modes do not provide similar phase matching be-
tween the cavity modes and the spherical excitation waves,
since the phases of the mode wave at point pairs 1 − 2 and
3− 4 are no longer equal [18]. Thus, the efficiency of the exci-
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tation coupling into the odd numbered modes is weaker [Fig-
ure 3b].

With multiple source-point excitation in the dye-polymer bar,
the electric field patterns demonstrate the relation between the
different mode number parity and the symmetry of the modes
within the microcavity, as illustrated in Figure 5. Comparing
the electric field patterns for the modes m = 32 [Figure 5a]
and m = 31 [Figure 5b], one can easily see that the odd mode
pattern is slightly skewed in the central part of the cavity and
lacks the symmetry of the wave nodes and antinodes in the
upper and lower halves of the cavity. The large number of the
points constituting the MPE source in the central section of
the microcavity amplifies (and averages) the SPE effects. The
fields in the out-coupling prism regions clearly demonstrate
that modes propagating in both (opposite) directions are in-
cluded. Also the difference of the pump excitation coupling
into the modes with different parities is evident in the differ-
ent strengths of the even and odd modes exactly at the edge
of the out-coupling prism.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5 Electric field patterns for the even, m = 32 (a) and odd, m = 31 (b) mi-

crocavity modes excited by MPE source consisting of 500 elementary sources in the

dye-polymer bar (see Figure 1). Maximum, minimum, and zero values of the electric

field amplitudes are encoded with red, blue, and green colors respectively.

If the excitation source in the SPE scheme is placed outside
the central slab, the electric field patterns clearly manifest the
absence of the symmetry for both modes (see Figure 6) and
no preferable conditions exists for the excitation coupling into
the even modes.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6 Electric filed patterns for the even, m = 32 (a) and odd, m = 31 (b) microcavity

modes excited by SPE source placed at the cavity edge (point A in Figure 1). The color

scheme is as in Figure 5.

An appropriate allocation of the gain (excitation) part of the
solid-state dye microlaser can be used, for example, to ad-
just the mode spectrum according to particular application re-
quirements. As we have demonstrated, the central symmetri-
cal position of the gain section can suppress every other mode
and thus increase the free spectral range and the tunability of
such lasers without mode hopping.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered modeling a solid-state dye
laser with the cavity size slightly larger than the radiation
wavelength. The design, when the gain material is simulated
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as a multi-point excitation source placed between the two
similar parts of the cavity, demonstrate the suppression of
odd modes and the increased output radiation in even laser
modes. We attribute this effect to the symmetry relation be-
tween the cavity shape and allocation of the excitation sources
(the gain section) within the cavity. The mode suppression ef-
fect can be used to tailor the tunability of microcavity lasers,
since it increases the free spectral range while keeping the
same cavity size. The model and numerical calculations of the
resonance mode patterns are rigorous and thus apply, in prin-
ciple, even to very small cavities. In our analyses the effective
round-trip optical path length is about 15 µm, considerably
shorter than in previous related investigations.

When the cavity sizes are comparable with the wavelength
of the radiation, and the (geometrical optics) operation mode
numbers are low as a consequence, the mode frequencies are
sensitive to small variations of the microlaser geometry. A
controllable change of the cavity size and geometry can be
used to realize wavelength tuning of the radiation.

Since many polymers possess low absorption and disper-
sion at visible wavelengths, there exists a choice of materi-
als suitable for hosting dyes to create the laser gain medium.
On the other hand, to exploit such materials with advan-
tageous nano-imprinting lithography techniques, other me-
chanical and chemical properties (such as compatibility with
stamp and mask materials and sticking features) should be
taken into account in the search of optimized compositions.

Besides the factors based on geometry, a particular composi-
tion and distribution of the polymer-dye gain material can in-
fluence the mode depletion behavior. This effect requires more
accurate simulations, including modeling inhomogenous ra-
diation patterns for dye molecules and amplification of the
optical wave.
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